
Minutes* 
 

Senate Research Committee 
Monday, October 10, 2011 

2:15 - 4:00 
238A Morrill Hall 

 
 
Present: Melissa Anderson (chair pro tem), Alvaro Alonso, Breanne Byiers, Margaret Catambay, 

Anna Clark, Paul Cleary, Jerry Cohen, Marc Dunham, Maria Gini, Greg Haugstad, 
Seung-Ho Joo, Frances Lawrenz, Tucker LeBien, Jennifer Linde, Timothy Mulcahy, 
Kola Okuyemi, LaDora Thompson, Kyla Wahlstrom,  

 
Absent: Linda Bearinger, Arlene Carney, Robin Dittman, Demoz Gebre, Christopher Nappa, 

Federico Ponce de Leon, Thomas Vaughan, Karen Williams, Lynn Zentner 
 
Guests:  Associate Vice President Pamela Webb; Belinda Cheung (Office of the Vice President 

for Research) 
 
Other: Rebecca Gerber, Judy Krzyzek, Ed Wink (Office of the Vice President for Research); 

Emily Lawrence (Office of the President);  
 
[In these minutes:  (1) new fixed-price close-out procedures; (2) effort certification; (3) industry-
sponsored research; (4) response to proposed changes to federal human-subjects regulations; (5) graduate 
student financing task force] 
 
 
1. New Fixed-Price Close-Out Procedure 
 
 Professor Anderson convened the meeting at 2:15, explained that Professor Bearinger was out of 
town, and turned to Associate Vice President Webb to present a revision to the Fixed-Price Close-Out 
Procedure. 
 
 Ms. Webb said that the change they are proposing is related to risk recalibration and intended to 
make it easier for faculty members to close out fixed-price contracts.  They have discovered a number of 
such contracts with large balances remaining, which can raise questions about how the projects were 
budgeted, or where the expenses for the contract were charged. 
 
 A fixed-price contract is one for which the University receives a fixed amount of money to do a 
fixed amount of work (e.g., dollars per patient).  The University is paid a certain amount for deliverables 
and scope of work, and it does not get paid if the work is not done.  Such contracts can end with balances 
because the costs were not accurately estimated, the actual costs turned out to be different, or the wrong 
fund source was charged for expenses.  If one is running reports, these contracts will continue to show up 
if they are not closed, even if the work was completed.  The contracts are also still subject to audit if they 
remain open.   If the closeout process discovers missing costs, or costs that were charged incorrectly, 
these problems can be fixed if the problems are discovered in a reasonable period of time.  If the work is 
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not complete and a faculty member needs more time, it is necessary to ask sponsors to extend the end date 
of the contract.  This sometimes doesn’t happen today until very long after the published end date.   
 
 Ms. Webb said that the proposed change is that 30 days before the end date of a fixed-price 
contract, the PI will be notified that the end date is coming and informing them they should seek an 
extension if the work will not be completed.  They will also send a notice 30 days after the end date 
informing the PI that the contract must be closed out.  If there is a balance, and it is 25% or less of the 
contract amount, that balance goes to the department (because fixed-price contracts involve estimates, 
25% is a reasonable variance).  If the balance is greater than 25% of the contract amount, they will correct 
any accounting errors and then one-third of the balance will go to the department, one-third to the college, 
and one-third to the grant-in-aid program, and will be closed out within 12 months.  That allows time to 
fix errors that may have occurred elsewhere because of mistakes and to get the contract off the "sponsored 
projects" books.  The balance cannot be audited once it is out of SPA, Ms. Webb said, because the work 
has been completed and the funds have been distributed to a non-sponsored account.  This reduces audit 
risk for the principal investigators and the University.  They are trying to improve the management of 
these contracts and provide assistance to PIs on closing them out. 
 
 Dr. LeBien asked if the University has any unique liability associated with these contracts.  Ms. 
Webb said that if the University promised a sponsor it would do the work for $100,000, and realizes mid-
stream that it will cost $150,000, the work would have to be done for $100,000 or the project would have 
to be abandoned and the University forgo the $100,000.  A sponsor could agree to pay some of the cost 
but it would not be legally required to do so. 
 
 Professor Gini asked if payment is by year or at the end in the case of a multi-year fixed-price 
contract.  By deliverables, Ms. Webb said.  The sponsor might not pay and the University could be out a 
lot of money, Professor Gini commented.  That is why they try to arrange for deliverables (and 
corresponding payment) as they go along, Ms. Webb said.  If the University is not then paid after a 
deliverable has been furnished, that is a heads up of a potential contract problem.  In that case, SPA will 
help in contacting the sponsor.  
 
 Who are the typical sponsors with these kinds of contracts, Professor Anderson asked?  
Corporations, not often the federal government, Ms. Webb said.   
 

Dr. Wahlstrom said that sometimes they receive these contracts from foundations that have a 
need to disperse funds within a fiscal year, but which also have the expectation that the researchers on the 
grant will do a lot of traveling and lecturing about the findings beyond the fiscal year of the contract.  Can 
funds be used for that even if they are greater than 25%?  Can there be a no-cost extension to a no-cost 
extension?  The answer to both questions is "yes," Ms. Webb said.  If someone needs more time to do the 
expected work, SPA doesn’t care what the balance is—in this case, the process simply helps ensure that 
the sponsor agrees to an extended end date.  A PI can have as many no-cost extensions as the sponsor 
allows (unlike the federal government).  And a PI can get a two-year or three-year extension—if the 
sponsor agrees, SPA has no objection.  The PI can spend the balance for the work.  SPA’s concern is that 
someone may believe the work is done and then spend a balance on other things while it remains in the 
contract account—creating audit risk as described above. 

 
 Professor Cohen asked if 30 days would be adequate notice.  Ms. Webb said they could set it at 
45 or 60; the Committee recommended 60.  Ms. Webb indicated she would make that change.  
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 In cases where the balance is to be divided three ways, is it the portion over 25% or the entire 
balance, Mr. Dunham asked?  The entire balance, Ms. Webb said.   As has always been the case under 
policy, if the fixed price award didn’t include full F&A and there is an unexpended balance, the full F&A 
will be charged first—before any costs are returned.   If the balance is less than 25% of the contract 
amount, it will go to the department.  If it is more, then SPA will use the three way split.  So it is in the 
interest of a department to monitor these contracts, Mr. Dunham commented—but not in the college's 
interest.  Ms. Webb said that if a PI needs more time, they can request the extension and retain access to 
the full remaining balance to complete the project.  This procedural revision encourages active oversight 
of expiring projects and reasonable budgeting.  SPA considered a model that returned the first 25% of an 
award with a large balance to the department, and then split the remaining balance three ways, but felt 
that this was too difficult to manage administratively—and did not provide as much incentive for 
departments to actively monitor their awards.  The most important point, however, is to hear from people, 
that they either need a time extension or that they are done with the work and are ready  to close a 
contract, Ms. Webb said.  They are trying to reach people who often don't close the contracts. 
 
 Ms. Webb said she would welcome any additional comments on the proposed change.  While 
most of this change relates to procedure, there are minor updates she will be making to the policy as well.   
 
2. Effort Certification 
 
 Ms. Webb turned next to effort certification and provided a handout.  They are looking for advice 
on the subject.  They have been grappling with whether it would make sense to change the University 
cycle for effort certification from three times per year to twice per year.  A few years ago the University 
changed from four times per year to three (and at which time, Vice President Mulcahy commented, he 
favored moving to twice per year; Ms. Webb noted that she was not at the University when that decision 
was made).  They have dealt with a number of issues associated with the change and it comes down to 
some key points. 
 
 It is possible to change, but they would also then need to change certain other things to make it 
work.  Ms. Webb reviewed information about the number of times some of the University's peer 
institutions report effort; Penn State, Iowa, and Columbia do it once per year, Michigan State, 
Washington, UCSF, and Wisconsin do it twice per year, Nebraska and Purdue do it three times per year, 
and Ohio State, UCLA, and Northwestern four times.  Twice per year is well within the norm.   
 
 Ms. Webb's handout enumerated the reasons for and against making the change. 
 

Major Arguments For Making the Change: 
 
-- Reduce number of effort statements that must be certified by approximately 10,000 per year (from 
30,000 to 20,000) 
 
-- Reduce effort certification notifications, reviews, and related follow-up actions for researchers and 
~350 departmental effort coordinators and 2 SPA staff  
 
-- 2x a year is a method that is in common use nationally; Minnesota would still be in a "safe zone" 
by adopting a practice that is unlikely to raise eyebrows among auditors 
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-- Reduce audit exposure for B term faculty doing research in summer months.  Because federal rules 
allow effort to be "averaged" over the effort cycle  (a few days absence in the summer or devoting 
modest time to University non-sponsored business would be less visible/more defensible) 
 
Major Arguments Against Making the Change  
 
-- Faculty would need to "remember" how effort was devoted for a longer period of time (as long as 
8-9 months if you include the actual effort certification period itself).  There is no diminution in 
accuracy permitted just because the cycle is longer.  And they would have to remember for 
themselves and for whomever else they chose to certify.)  

 
-- Student or other employees working ONLY in the summer would have to be certified in both effort 
cycles.  This is already true in the existing system, but the period of time between the end of the 
summer work and the start of the certification cycle would be longer.  This might result in an 
increased number of students who would have to be tracked down or for whom a faculty member 
might have to certify.  
 
-- Effort Coordinators and GMUN Advisory Committee are not in favor of the change (they expect 
the change to increase rather than decrease administrative burden) 

 
-- The effort cycle could no longer be used as a "reconciliation and error correction tool"; some use 
effort reporting as a way to check financials, and the longer the cycle, the more there is to check. 

 
-- Incorrect charges might not be caught for an extended period of time, resulting in:     

-- Violation of NIH policy – often used as a de facto national standard (error fixed within 90 
days of detection; systems must be in place to detect such errors within a reasonable time 
frame) 
-- Increased administrative workload for departmental staff (e.g., have to perform the fix in 5 
pay periods rather than 2, etc.)  
-- Increased chance of improper billing to sponsors (sponsored billed before error is caught) 
-- Increased likelihood of having to send money back to sponsors (errors are caught too late 
for PIs to have time to spend the money) 
-- Increased chance of losing money from sponsors (awards are closed out/funds returned 
before legitimate costs are transferred on to the project)  

 
 Ms. Webb also outlined potential remedies to the problems. 
 

1.  Implement (and enforce) cost transfer requirements that are more time-sensitive 
2.  Verify whether new PI reports are adequate to allow PIs to quickly detect errors; make any 
necessary adjustment in reports 
3.  Promote faculty reviewing their expenditures regularly (monthly is ideal).  This can happen 
alone or with departmental staff. 

 
She explicitly noted that a change in effort reporting would require a tighter cost-transfer policy (more 
time-sensitive).  Would the Committee favor effort reporting only twice per year if there were also a 
tightened cost-transfer policy (i.e., no changes after 60-90 days to correct errors)? 
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 Professor Alonso said that what is being done now is wrong because there is a long wait to make 
changes.  Ms. Webb agreed and said that problem needed to be fixed in any event.  Summer is not an 
issue but the longer periods are.  Professor Okuyemi noted that Indiana has different reporting times for 
faculty on different appointments (nine-month versus eleven-month); is that possible here?  It is probably 
not an option at Minnesota, Ms. Webb said, because there is much more interdisciplinary work going on, 
AHC and non-AHC, so not all labor would be certified.  The logistics do not seem viable for Minnesota.  
Is it possible to use a mechanism to provide an incentive, Professor Okuyemi then asked?  This is an 
example of the 80/20 rule; what about requiring those who do not file appropriately to remain required to 
report three times per year?  That could be awkward when there are a number of individuals involved in a 
project, Ms. Webb said; she is not sure they have software that could handle that kind of distinction and 
doing so would be an administrative burden that would not be using resources well.  Professor Cohen said 
it would be too complicated.  The situation is much better now that PeopleSoft has been cleaned up.  And 
with e-certification, one can see as the effort certification statement is building and one does not have to 
wait until the end of a project to get a view into how effort is being charged.   
 
 Professor Cohen said he thought reporting twice per year was fine, provided there are built-in 
safeguards to make sure cost transfers were happening properly. 
 
 Ms. Webb said she would welcome comments on the proposal. 
  
3. Industry-Sponsored Research 
 
 Professor Anderson turned next to Vice President Mulcahy to discuss a new proposal for 
industry-sponsored research.   
 
 Vice President Mulcahy said he wished to share with the Committee a new initiative his office is 
thinking about with respect to getting more companies involved in sponsored research.  He has heard 
many times since he has been at Minnesota—and it is true across the country—that companies find it 
difficult to work with the University to do sponsored research.  Among the most annoying factors is how 
tenaciously the University clings to intellectual-property rights and how it controls negotiations so much 
that companies give up.  Many universities are wrestling with these issues, and the University has adopted 
some changes, such as master agreements, but he said he believes it must do more to encourage corporate 
sponsorship of research, both as part of the land-grant mission and in an environment of declining federal 
resources.  He said he understands that there are challenges. 
 
 What they are proposing is a Pre-paid Exclusive Option Fee Program, Dr. Mulcahy explained.  
The goals are to make University-industry sponsored research less complicated in terms of intellectual 
property, to expedite contract execution, to reduce term negotiation, and to increase clarity, decrease 
uncertainty, and minimize risk for both parties.  They decided they would like to make the University a 
preferred site by eliminating the issue of intellectual property up front. 
 
 The standard intellectual-property terms today are a non-exclusive, royalty-free (NERF) license 
plus an option to negotiate an exclusive, royalty-bearing license.  While an important move forward at the 
time, Dr. Mulcahy explained, the NERF plus option terms have proven to be sub-optimal for industry and 
the University alike.  From the University's perspective, once a sponsor receives a NERF, the technology 
becomes less commercializable (it is next to impossible to license the technology to another, usually 
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competing, company, and it does not provide obligations for the sponsor to commercialize the 
technology), and all administrative costs are borne by the Office for Technology Commercialization; only 
out-of-pocket patent costs are reimbursed, so the University loses money.  From an industry perspective, 
sponsors never know what the exclusive license terms might be, leading to lengthy negotiations and 
unhappiness on both sides, the intellectual property is not controlled by the sponsor, and the company 
needs to keep track of option timelines. 
 
 The proposed terms, under the new program, would provide for a pre-paid exclusive option fee 
plus the rights to an exclusive world-wide license with pre-set terms.  Dr. Mulcahy explained that in 
essence this program would give the company the opportunity to pay a fee and agree up front to terms for 
an exclusive license.  Basically, for a small fee and percentage of the total award, the University would 
grant the intellectual property to the company.  This not giving away the farm, he assured the Committee.  
The percentage of sponsored research from corporations right now is very small.  Ms. Gerber reported 
that Mr. Schrankler, the director of the Office for Technology Commercialization, presented the proposal 
to six departments with a large amount of sponsored research, to four deans, and to a number of 
companies, as well as a focus group, and he received a very positive response from them. 
 
 Dr. Mulcahy reviewed the details of the proposed intellectual-property terms and compared them 
with the existing terms.  [For those interested in the details, they are appended to these minutes.]  In terms 
of disbursement of the pre-paid option fee, 70% would go to the Office of the Vice President for Research 
and 30% to the PIs (divided equally between PIs and co-PIs).  Because no intellectual property exists 
when the fee is paid, it does not fall under the Regents' policy on commercialization, but royalties from 
the subsequent exclusive license would be distributed according to Regents' policy.  
 
 Dr. Mulcahy noted the potential risks and rewards from this new approach.   
 
The risks are: 
-- Properly identifying and communicating rights associated with possible co-mingled funds. 
-- Perception that the fee is a royalty substitute rather than an administrative fee. 
-- Tax-exempt bond regulations (Although these issues have been put to rest). 
 
The rewards are: 
-- Increase in sponsored research due to more attractive, standardized, industry friendly terms.   
-- Industry sponsored research contracts will be easier and less time consuming for both the U and 
industry. 
-- Increase in commercialization of U technology. 
-- More effective relationships between the U and corporate partners. 
 
The risks need to be managed, Dr. Mulcahy said.   
 
 Professor Cleary asked what happens if he does sponsored research for a company and discovers 
something; he is still the inventor and he works for the University, so the University holds a leash on the 
intellectual property no what was paid up front.  Dr. Mulcahy said the University would own or have a 
piece of the intellectual property, but by contract would have given the exclusive right to manage it to the 
company.  That would be up front and there would not be negotiations.   
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 Professor Cleary noted the recent Supreme Court decision holding that faculty members can sign 
their rights over to a company.  That depends on the employment contract, Dr. Mulcahy said; at the 
University, and by state law, the University owns the intellectual property.  This is a different issue from 
the one decided by the Court.  If a PI does not like the terms of the agreement, he or she need not do the 
sponsored research.  This is not all that different from the current terms but it brings a very different 
mindset to the deals.  They spent a lot of time and money and burned bridges over a lot of intellectual 
property that never saw the light of day.  This proposal takes a risk, but it's pretty low.  This would also be 
a leapfrog move over other institutions.  That is why they talked with companies first; they received a 
very positive reaction, and the individuals from the companies suggested some tweaks to the proposal that 
were more favorable to the University.   
 
 Professor Gini asked if a company wants to keep an invention from the market, could it pay the 
fee and keep it off the market?  That could happen in any model, Dr. Mulcahy said, and this proposal does 
not make it less likely.  Shelving something to block competitors is always a possibility, but it is not a 
large risk.  When a company sponsors research, it is unlikely to shelve the result. 
 
 Professor Anderson thanked Dr. Mulcahy for presenting the proposal to the Committee. 
 
4. Response to Proposed Changes to Federal Human-Subjects Regulations 
 
 Professor Anderson turned next to Professors Alonso and Linde to discuss the Committee 
response to the proposed changes in human-subjects rules. 

 Professor Linde recalled that Ms. Keane, Director of the Human Research Protection Program, 
had spoken to the Committee about the ANPRM (Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking) for 
revisions to the "Common Rule" on use of human subjects in research.  The Office of the Vice President 
for Research responded on behalf of the University on almost all 70 points raised in the ANPRM.  She 
and Professor Alonso were charged to draft a letter from the Committee to respond to the ANPRM.  They 
looked at items specific to research and of importance to PIs and were in agreement about what the 
Committee should say. 
 
 Professors Linde and Alonso explained the four points that they had chosen to address in the 
letter.  Committee members discussed the language.  The final letter from the Committee read as follows 
(between the * * *): 
 
* * * 
 
Jerry Menikoff, MD, JD 
Office of Human Research Protections 
1101 Wootton Parkway, Suite 200 
Rockville, MD 20852 
 
Dear Dr. Menikoff: 
 
I write on behalf of the Senate Research Committee, a standing committee of the Faculty Senate of the 
University of Minnesota, to inform you that we fully endorse the comments from University of Minnesota 
Vice President for Research, Dr. Timothy Mulcahy, regarding docket ID number HHS-OPHS-2011-0005. 
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Because of the impact of these recommendations on our work as researchers, we would like to emphasize 
the following points: 
 

-- As the official response from the University of Minnesota points out (question 59), adopting 
HIPAA-like standards for all types of research will constitute a substantial new burden to 
researchers and will impede our work, contrary to the purpose of this review of the Common 
Rule.  We strongly concur with the University's position. 
 
-- We applaud the effort to expand the list of research activities considered exempt from IRB 
review. This change will facilitate research without adding new risks to participants (question 
14). 
 
-- One of the proposals in the ANPRM is to make the consent document specify what kind of 
research could be done in the future with biospecimens collected for purposes other than research, 
even if de-identified (question 14).  Requiring that level of detail in any consent document will 
impose important limits on the research that could be done with that sample without adding any 
protection for the subject.  Moreover, once the data are de-identified, it is not possible to contact 
subjects to obtain consent (since the data are de-identified), so any new research that was not 
described in the original consent will not be possible.  Changing the rules to require this prior 
consent, even when no personal identifiers are obtained, will constitute an additional unnecessary 
barrier to research using biospecimens. 
 
-- We welcome efforts to reduce redundancy in IRB applications for multi-site studies. 
Nonetheless, local IRBs should still be involved, and their roles should be clarified (question 33). 
 

We thank you for the opportunity to provide comments regarding these important regulations. Please do 
not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions or need further clarification. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Linda H. Bearinger, PhD, MS, RN, FAAN 
on behalf of the Senate Research Committee 
Chair, Senate Research Committee 
Professor and Director of the Center for Adolescent Nursing 
School of Nursing, University of Minnesota 
 
[The names of all Committee members who concurred with the letter were included.] 
 
 One point discussed for some while was the problem that can arise when multiple institutions are 
participating in a study; in that case, which IRB should approve the protocol?  The point is to make the 
lead institution responsible for IRB certification, Professor Cohen said, not to get around the rules.  But 
there would other institutions involved that are not under U.S. government regulation.  Professor Linde 
agreed that there is the issue of third-party IRBs.  Who accredits them?  Vice President Mulcahy noted 
that if there are 20 institutions in a study, 20 IRBs have to approve the protocol.  Should it be the case that 
one IRB approves it and the other institutions defer to that approval?  There is a question of local control; 
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the question is balance.  Local control can tie things up endlessly, but local control could also include 
looking at who is doing the work—without sanctioning the protocol.  Professor Cohen agreed that 
requiring 20 institutions to approve a protocol is ridiculous.  One question is how to identify the IRB that 
would approve the protocol; the University would say that it must be an accredited IRB, but many still 
want local control. 
 
 Dr. Mulcahy thanked the Committee for expressing its views independent of the University's 
position.  Professor Anderson thanked Dr. Mulcahy for bringing the matter to the Committee and for the 
wonderful University response to the ANPRM. 
 
5. Graduate Student Financing Task Force 
 
 Professor Anderson now welcomed Vice Provost and Dean Henning Schroeder to the meeting to 
discuss the work of the Graduate Student Financing Task Force.   
 
 Dr. Schroeder distributed copies of a handout that summarized the work of the Task Force.  [The 
handout is appended to these minutes, following the intellectual property proposal.]  He explained the 
background and the charge, which was to find about $1 million needed to deal with the NIH funding cap.  
This is only a rough estimate and the funding gap is predicted to grow substantially over the coming 
years. The proposals they are considering look at the way the University bills, collects, and distributes 
tuition, and the relationship of those processes to the delivery of education.  Whatever the changes that 
may be adopted, Dean Schroeder emphasized, "any solutions adopted to address the financial concerns 
must also support the academic mission and priorities of the institution and foster positive educational 
outcomes." 
 
 Committee members discussed with Dean Schroeder the various options that have been laid out 
by the Task Force.  Professor Clark noted a number of problems that arise for departments that hire RAs 
and TAs and urged that the impact of any solution on departments that do not face a problem with NIH be 
considered.   
 
 The overall goal, Dean Schroeder said, is to provide flexibility so that students could engage 
earlier in research or scholarship opportunities.  
 
 In response to a question about what comes next, Dean Schroeder reported that President Kaler 
believes the incoming provost should make the decision with regard to changes of the tuition model.  He 
said he will make sure that the report of the Task Force is brought to the attention of the new 
administration. 
 
 It was agreed that Dean Schroeder would return to the Committee when the final report of the 
Task Force is released. 
 
 Professor Anderson thanked Dean Schroeder for his report and adjourned the meeting at 4:10. 
 
      -- Gary Engstrand 
 
University of Minnesota 
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* * * 
 
Proposed Intellectual Property Terms, Pre-paid Exclusive Option Fee Program 
 

• Pre-paid exclusive option fee. 
a. 10% of sponsored research contract or $15K, whichever is more (in addition to 

University overhead fees, this is an IP related matter) 
• Company pays patent costs and has the benefit of driving prosecution while collaborating with 

the University on patent claims. 
• Option to exclusive license with pre-set terms. 

a. Cumulative licensee sales using licensed IP is ≥ $20M, licensee pays 1% royalties on 
gross sales 

b. No annual minimums, licensing, admin. or ‘other’ fees 
c. No time limits or milestones 
d. Sponsor is free to sublicense/cross license 
e. No cap on royalties unless invention improves on the sponsor’s pre-existing product or 

processes (cap would be $2M) 
f. Background IP can be included (so long as it is unencumbered)      if company sponsors 

research $s to advancing that technology 
g. NERFs no longer apply 

• Company still retains rights to use data arising from sponsored research (as they do currently 
under a NERF) even if there are no patentable inventions. 

• If the Sponsor chooses not to pay a pre-paid exclusive option fee, the sponsor may negotiate a 
traditional license (once IP has been filed) at any time after the start of the sponsored research.  

• Program will be offered to for-profit organizations; interactions with consortia and non-profits 
will remain the same. 

 
* * * 
 
Background 
 
The Graduate Student Financing Task Force was charged by the Provost in October 2010 to produce a set 
of recommendations addressing two key questions: 
 
1) What are some of the short term mechanisms that can be used to address the problem with NIH 

compensation cap and the gap in education allowance? What are the pros and cons for each 
mechanism?  

2) What are some of the options that can provide the longer term solutions to these challenges including 
an examination of our existing tuition model particularly in light of the fiscal difficulties and 
increased competition in graduate education confronting our University? 

 
The task force's deliberations were guided by the operating principles that any solutions adopted to 
address the financial concerns must also support the academic mission and priorities of the institution 
and foster positive educational outcomes, including: 
 
 Reducing or eliminating barriers to degree completion 
 Supporting timely progress toward degree completion 
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 Increasing flexibility for students to take courses throughout their graduate careers 
 Encouraging a balance between students’ engagement in coursework, research training, and 

independent scholarly work during all stages of their graduate or professional career 
 
In addition, we should not pursue any strategies that would substantially shift the burden of financing 
graduate education to the students or result in a significant reduction in net resources for the colleges. 
 
The report provides potential short-term and long-term solutions, based on data that give insight into the 
cost of graduate education. The complexity of the issues, the short time-line for the work of the task force, 
and the particular relevance for Ph.D. graduate students who are funded on NIH research and training 
grants required the task force to limit the scope of analysis primarily to data from Ph.D. programs.  
 
Further in-depth analysis of each model and extensive consultation with various groups and experts are 
needed before any specific plan of action is adopted. 
 
The Challenge 
 
The NIH cap refers to the compensation limit imposed by the NIH and affects graduate research assistants 
supported on NIH grants. Under NIH regulations, graduate assistant stipend, tuition and health benefits 
are all considered part of the total student compensation and are subject to the compensation cap. The 
compensation cap is set based on the NIH National Research Service Award (NRSA) stipend for 
postdoctoral fellows with zero years of experience, so that the total compensation earned by a graduate 
research assistant supported on an NIH grant generally cannot exceed the postdoctoral stipend. For 2010-
11, the NIH compensation cap for graduate assistants was $37,740 per year. 
 
In March, 2011, there were 1,839 research assistants at the University with an hourly wage ranging from 
$16.75 to $26.61. It is unclear what percentage of these research assistants were supported by NIH grants. 
At an hourly wage of $26.61, the total cost for a12-month, 50% research assistantship with full tuition 
benefit would exceed the NIH compensation cap by $7,120 per student. For the 2010-11 academic year, 
there were 43 active NSF Fellows with the gap between the NSF education allowance and the actual cost 
of education reaching $7,400 per Fellow or a total of $318,200. For 2011-12, the total gap is estimated to 
exceed $570,000 with 67 active Fellows. 
 
1) Constant Tuition Fringe Rate  
 
Advanced doctoral students who have completed all coursework and thesis credits are eligible for the low 
tuition fringe rate that covers only the 1 FTE credit. Using median time to advanced doctoral status and 
median time to degree completion, the proposed constant tuition fringe rate would be $11.60 per hour 
worked for all graduate assistants and would provide the same level of tuition benefit regardless of their 
candidacy status or whether they have completed all coursework and thesis credit requirements. The 
constant tuition fringe rate is calculated by “evening out” the current high and low tuition fringe rate 
based on the median duration in each of the categories. 

 
With the 2010-11 high tuition fringe rate of $15.40 per hour worked, assistants with an hourly stipend of 
more than $20.84 would exceed the compensation cap. However, with the constant tuition fringe rate of 
$11.60 per hour worked, a student earning an hourly wage of $23.24 would remain under the NIH 
compensation cap (for 2010-11). 
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Key potential advantages include: 
 

-- Encouraging faculty to support graduate students on NIH grants at any time during their studies 
instead of delaying this support until students qualify for the low fringe rate. 
-- Increasing student flexibility in balancing coursework and research by providing tuition fringe for 
graduate assistants regardless of whether they have passed their preliminary oral exam. This would 
potentially allow students to take advantage of advanced courses that are offered infrequently or other 
courses that become relevant. 
-- Motivating the faculty and students to have students complete their degree in a timely fashion since 
there would not be a point at which graduate student assistants would be paid at the low fringe rate. 
 

Key potential disadvantages include: 
 

 
-- The need for continued central subsidy ($2.4 million annually) in order to maintain a lower fringe 
rate. Without that level of subsidy, the fringe rate would need to rise significantly to meet increasing 
tuition obligations. 
-- The heavier burden on external grants due to the increased costs to support students on grants with 
the elimination of the low fringe rate. 
-- A larger proportion of graduate assistants exceeding the cap if the annual increases in the constant 
fringe rate and the hourly stipend outpace the upward adjustment of the NIH compensation cap. 

 
2) Mixed Appointments 
 
A graduate student whose total compensation exceeds the NIH cap is appointed as a teaching assistant in 
order to bridge the gap using non-sponsored funds. For example, at the maximum hourly stipend of 
$26.61, the gap between actual compensation and the NIH cap is equivalent to about 153 work hours in 
2010-11, or the same as a 20% teaching assistant assignment during one semester. This approach could 
also include a mixed appointment scenario where NIH-supported students could be appointed as research 
assistants on non-NIH grants once they reach the NIH cap. 
 
Key potential advantage includes: 
 

-- Students would have the opportunity to gain valuable teaching experience to balance their research 
experience, contributing to their professional and academic development. 

 
Key potential disadvantages include: 
 

-- Could potentially reduce the availability of teaching assistantships for students who are not being 
supported on NIH grants, thus simply shifting the burden from one group of students to another. 
-- Could potentially lead to heavier workloads for students. 
 

3) Partnership Model & Increased Cost Pools (short-term solutions 3 & 4 in the final report) 
 
For the partnership model, collegiate units would identify funds to cover 50% of the gap between the NIH 
cap and actual compensation, with Central (University central administration) contributing the remaining 
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50%. This model could be used to address the NSF allowance issue as well. Another option is to add a 
line item to the Research Administration or Support Service (Student Services) Unit (central) cost pools 
to generate resources that would be specifically designated to address the NIH compensation cap gap 
issue and/or the education allowance issue. Once the targeted cost pools are created, allocations to the 
colleges could be made based on the number of graduate students being supported on NIH grants and 
NSF Fellowships respectively. 
 
Key potential advantage includes: 
 

-- The financial burden would be shared at the institutional level. 
 
Key potential disadvantages include: 
 

-- Budgetary challenges may preclude Central and/or the colleges from committing the necessary 
resources. 
-- Graduate assistant wage differentials would result in programs that pay lower research assistantship 
wages subsidizing the higher wages for research assistants in other programs. 
-- If increases in the fringe rate continue to outpace increases in the NIH cap and/or the NSF 
allowance, the relative obligations for both Central and the colleges will also increase proportionally 
over time and could become unsustainable. 
-- The model fails to address the educational and instructional goals in tuition restructuring. 

 
4) Options to generate new revenue (short-term solutions 5 - 7 in the final report) 
 
These include: a) Departments to offer one-credit seminars for professional development; b) increase the 
tuition for the 1 FTE credit; c) convert GRAD 0999 from no cost to fee-based. 
 
Key potential advantages include: 
 

-- Students would have additional professional development opportunities. 
-- The revenue stream from the seminar series used to address the problem would be college-based, so 
colleges not affected by the NIH cap or NSF allowance would not need to develop and offer these 
seminars. 
-- An increase in the cost of FTE credits and charging for GRAD 0999 could decrease time to degree. 

 
Key potential disadvantages include: 
 

-- Significant resources would be used to develop and implement valuable professional development 
seminars and they may not have sufficient enrollment to generate the tuition revenue needed to close 
the NIH and NSF gaps. 
-- The costs for faculty to support FTE students on grants would increase. 
-- Colleges with lower graduate assistant salaries would subsidize the higher salaries in other colleges 
which may provide little incentive for colleges to control salary costs internally. 
-- Charging more for FTE credits and converting GRAD 0999 to fee-based increases the financial 
burden on self-supporting students. 

 
5. Full or Partial Tuition Waiver for Graduate Assistants (long-term solution 4 in the final report) 
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The NIH definition does not consider a tuition waiver as part of a graduate student’s compensation. 
Adding a tuition waiver as a component of the graduate assistant benefits will decrease the overall tuition 
fringe obligation, thus lowering the rate. One way to implement the tuition waiver option is to offer a 
discounted tuition rate for graduate assistants and NSF Fellows as part of the benefits. The tuition waiver 
model will limit the redistribution of tuition dollars so that when the external sources of funding are 
depleted, the remaining obligations are simply waived. 
 
Key potential advantages include: 
 

-- The percentage of the tuition waiver can be tailored to the various student groups, such as research 
assistants versus teaching assistants versus NSF Fellows, etc. 
-- This could create an incentive to increase student salaries, a benefit in programs where student 
salaries are not currently competitive. 

 
Key potential disadvantages include: 
 

-- Individual faculty or departments may set hourly wages at such a level that the majority of the 
compensation shifts toward the stipend, leaving only a small portion for tuition. 
-- The use of tuition waivers by one college or program may have a negative impact on the tuition 
revenue of another college or program. 
-- The model becomes complicated when different discount rates are applied for different groups of 
students and different appointment types.  

 
6. Increasing the Minimum Postdoctoral Associate (PDA) Salary (long-term solution 5 in the final 

report) 
 
Increase the PDA salary to a level where graduate students would no longer be affected by the NIH cap. 
A similar approach has been adopted by other institutions such as Stanford University to address the NIH 
cap issue (http://dor.stanford.edu/gfs/nih_comp.html). 
 
Key potential advantages include: 
 

-- Encouraging a faster pace of increase in PDA salary, making it more attractive to high quality 
PDAs. 
-- Lowering the incentive for principal investigators to hire more PDAs to replace graduate research 
assistants. 

 
Key potential disadvantages include: 
 

-- This solution will quickly become unsustainable if tuition continues to increase much faster than 
salary. 
-- This option requires budget redistribution within each grant. In other words, the total amount of 
NIH grant award remains the same and principal investigators would need to identify funds from 
other budget line items within the overall grant budget to pay for the higher PDA salary and graduate 
assistant compensation. 
 

http://dor.stanford.edu/gfs/nih_comp.html
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7) Per Credit Tuition Model and Different Tuition Band (long-term solutions that alter existing 

tuition structure 1, 2 and 3 in the final report) 
 
For the Per Credit Tuition Model, there would be a fixed cost for each credit except for the FTE credits 
(higher rate), regardless of the number of credits taken in a semester. The per-credit cost would be 
significantly lower and adjusted to minimize the impact on colleges' tuition revenue and to reflect the 
current cost of graduate education. By spreading out the credits over the entirety of the degree, the impact 
of the cap would be lessened substantially. 
 
A variation of the Per Credit Tuition Model is to include a narrower tuition band, such as 9 to 14 credits, 
instead of the current 6 to 14 credits. The cost per credit would still be lower than the current rate and 
graduate assistants would be able to avoid exceeding the cap by spreading out the credits over the course 
of the graduate studies. 
 
Key potential advantages include: 
 

-- Charging students per credit will allow them to register for the courses they need at the time they 
need them because it eliminates the tuition band and the current incentive to register for the maximum 
number of credits possible within the band in order to achieve FTE status quickly. 
-- This model combined with the Constant Fringe Rate model may provide the flexibility and 
incentive to programs and students to spread out the courses instead of concentrating them in the 
early years. This will encourage students to pursue research work sooner and provide the opportunity 
to take classes that are being offered infrequently. 
-- Changing to a per-credit basis would remove the difference in the actual per-credit cost between 
part-time and full-time students. 
 

Key potential disadvantages include: 
 

-- It removes the incentive to take as many credits as possible in a semester and may result in an 
increase in time to degree. 
-- It will likely result in higher tuition in the first few years for full-time students who take a large 
number of credits in the first three years and then go on GRAD 0999. While the overall cost for the 
degree may not increase, the distribution could be much more skewed. 
-- Programs that rely on a large number of course credits and expect their students to take a large 
credit load each semester may become expensive unless other actions are taken to mitigate this 
impact. 
-- Budgeting for graduate students on grants will become more difficult since the cost of a graduate 
assistant would then depend on the number of credits a student takes. 

 
These models propose a radical change in the cost structure of graduate education. Any 
implementation of these or similar models would require a careful analysis to understand the impact 
on colleges. 

 
Conclusions 
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The graduate student financing task force members agree that each of the proposed options in this report 
has its own set of advantages and disadvantages, as well as potential unforeseen outcomes and 
implications. Members also recognize the tremendous ramifications for proposing changes to the tuition 
structure. Given the time constraints the task force was faced with, the information available, and the high 
level of variability across graduate programs, a consensus could not be reached on which of the proposed 
ideas would be recommended most favorably. Therefore, the task force urges in-depth examinations, 
more thorough analyses, and broad consultation before any changes are implemented. 
 


	Professor Linde recalled that Ms. Keane, Director of the Human Research Protection Program, had spoken to the Committee about the ANPRM (Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking) for revisions to the "Common Rule" on use of human subjects in research. ...

